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Given a se: of k objects of positive integral si;lL:, (s,) and a set of n boxes of positive integral 
capacitks (b, 1 we define a compatibility relatioil between each box and some subset of obiects 
such that the condition s, s 6, is necessarv but not suflicient for object i to be compatible with I 
box i. A, sim~litaneous fitting of objects in boxes is one where every object is compatible to Its 
box and no b 3x has its capacity exceeded. In this paper, a necessary condition for the existence of 
such a fitting is stated. It is shown that this condition is sufficient for the existence of fittings under 
certain modifications of sizes or capacities. Two measures of the magnitude of the needed 
modification are introduced and lexamined. 
We are given a set of k objects O1 - 6 l 01,. Each object‘0, is assigned a size s,. In 
addition we have a set of n boxes B, l l . B, of integral sspacities br, . . ., b,. Each 
object is associated with some: subset of boxes with which it is said to be 
compatible. Each object “fits” into every box with which it is compatible, that is, if 
Oj is compatible with Bq then si -‘g &. Note however that an object is not necessarily 
compatible witt, every box into which it fits. 
We wish to fit simultaneously the entire set of objects in the boxes in such a way 
that every object isin a box compa.tible to it and the sum of &he sizes of the objects in 
any box is less than or equal to the box capacity. In order for such a fitting to exist, it 
is obviously necessary that for smy subset of objects, the sum of the sizes of its 
members does not exceed the sum of the capacities of all boxes that are compatible 
to any objects in the subset. In the special case where all sizes are unity, we have the 
condititz<; that the Mall marriage theorem gives as necessary ;(nd sufficient for a 
simulkl~.,rls fitting. When the S,‘S are not all unity these conditions may he 
insufficient for suclh a fitting. For example, consider three objects, each of size two 
and each compatible to two bcves each of capacity three. The above conditions 
hold, yet no fitting: exists. 
fn this paper, we show that the conditions of the previous paragraph are sufficient 
for there to exist ai new set of k sizes s:, . . ., s& whose sum is equal to X:-I s,, such 
that given the same set of boxes and capacities and the sane compatibility relations, 
the: &j&s, usicg their new sizes, can be fit simultaneously in the boxes. We further 
show that if WC meassrre the size change from {s,) to {s:} by max, 1 S - d I, then there 
exists a new set of sizes (8:) which permit a fitting and this measure is less than 
max, (si - I). Futihermore, it is noted that 8 filting can be achievecP by slteriflg box 
capacities rat.her than object sites. Another measure for change in size or capacity 
is introduced, %, 1 sk - si/ + xk 1 IA - bij, and a theorem is stated regarding the 
minimal values of this measure. 
it should be noted these results need not hold if objects are compatible with 
boxes into which they do not fit. 
The main result is presented below in Theorem 2.1, which describes sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a new set of k sizes satisfying the conditions stated 
above. For the purposes of preciseness, the theorem is stated without reference to 
the terms “objects”, “boxes”, and compatibility. In the statement below the set K 
corresponds to the set of objects, IV to the set of boxes and B to the compatibility 
relation. 
Zn proving Theorem 2.1 we. will, for simplicity, revert back to the original 
terminology. 
Theorem 2,L Let K = (1, Ia p9 k) and N = (1,. . ., n). Sq3~jsstz w131 are g&81 positive 
integers Si, i E K, and b,, i E N, and a subset B of K x N, whose elements scrtisfy the 
condition that if (i, j) E B then si s b,, Finally, suppdse that for every subset X of K, 
the following ineycrality holds : 
Thellr there exists Q set of k posibve integers (s I, . . .* s :) and a mapping # : K -+ N 
such that: 
(1) &4$(i)) is in B for all; i E K. 
(2) Forewry p E N, CIEC(& 1 d bp where C(p) = (i 1 b(i) = p) is the inverse image 
of p with respect to 4. 
Theorem 2.2. In the same context it i.s possible to choose the s; such that 
max, I s, - s ii d maXi (& - 1). 
Proof. We first note that if the k objects are subdivided into unit sized pieces, each 
piece being compatible with the same boxes as its parent was, then, by the Hall 
marriarge theorem, the given corrditiuurus irwpEy the existerrce of a slmu~latieous 
fitting. Now consider, for any such fitting, the bipartite graph whose vertices are on 
one hand thase objects whose pieces are split between boxes and on the other hand, 
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the boxes into which these piece:s fit into. An arc is drawn between an object and a 
box if a piece of the object is in the box in this fitting. 
We will now restrxt ourselves to a fitting G fez which the number of arcs of this 
graph is minimal. This condition implies that the graph G contains no cycles 
(otherwise one couId perform a shift of assignment of pieces to boxes until at feast 
one arc is destroyed). Mow consider a maximal path f. Since every object in the 
graph has degree 2 or greater, P begins and ends with a box (both having degree 
one, of course). Moreover, if B,, is the first box in P then in the fitting 
corresponding to G, i!lA must contain some undivided object O,,, or else one could 
shift all piec;es of c)c: (the first object in Pj to that box, yielding a fitting with fewer 
arcs in its graph than G has. 
We then assign the portion of Oc that lies in BA to the object O,+ The OA 
increases in size to si = SA + {the total size of the pieces of OC in &) and s & is the 
difference, sc- {the number of pieces of 0, in BA}. In this way, we can remove at 
least one arc from G, producing a new graph G(l). We proceed iteratively, choosing 
the maximal path in each new graph and repeating the above steps, thus creating 
graphs G (‘I, Gf3), . . . , each one with at least one less arc than its predecessor. 
Eventually, this will yield a trivial graph. At this point, we are finished: simply take 
the set {si) to be the sizes of the objects after we have reached the trivial graph. 
Note that this procedure always conserves the number of objects since only a 
portion of the object Oc is added 10 OA. -Moreover, each object gains pieces only 
once, since after it gains, the box it is in (B A above), has zero degree in the new 
graph, so that no object can gain, more than any one object can lose. Also after an 
object gains it never roses. Th;ls the maximal possible transfer of size in or out of an 
object in this procedure is brjunded by MaXi(Si - l), proving Theorem 2.2. 
Finally notice that the {s:} sequence obtained by this procedure need not obey 
the requirement hat s: s b,., if objject Oi is compatible with B+ However, if desired, 
we can remove those cumpatibilities which violate the relationship without 
disturbing the fitting. 
3. Further resusts 
If we return to the original graph G corresponding to some fitting of pieces of 
objects in boxes with minimal number of arcs, it is fairly easy to find an algorithm 
for solving the alternate problem of keeping {si} the same and revaluing the (bj) to 
permit a fitting. The following algorithm will achieve this result. 
Choose an arbitrary object whtich is split between boxes in the graph G. Choose 
any bax in which that ojbject is -partly contained. Transfer all of the pieces of the 
object to the chosf;n box, and inlcrease its capacity appropriately, while decreasing 
the capacities of the othrer boxes which contais;ed pieces of the object. Repeat tlhis 
procedure subject to the following condition. If after any iteration a box contains a 
portion of only one object, use that object and box as the “magnet” for the next 
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iteration. This prevents the capacity of any box from going to zero. Notice that it is 
nlot possible at any point in the algorithm for the same object to be split between 
two boxes and both be left alone in the boxes or else the originai graph would have 
had a cycle. Finally, by stipulating that as soon as a box has its capacity increased 
once it is ineligible for further irrcreass:s and by always choosing the next “magnet” 
box from among those which have already had their capacities decreased, we limit 
the maximum capacity chan.ge for any one box to maxi& - 1). 
Suppose we measure the change from (si} to ($3 by x:-i i si - s:l and the 
alternative change in box capacities by xy-, f bj - b$ Moveover, suppose we permit 
bloth change in box capacity and object size to achieve a fitting and measure the 
total change by Z-1 f So - S; I + Zyml/ bj - bi I. Then the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 3.1. ?%e minimal values of these three quantities over changes that lead to 
jittings are all equal. 
Proof. Obviously the minimal value of the last is no greater than that of the others. 
Now suppose we are given a modification of object sizes and box capacities. 
Examining what the resulting fit does to the original sized objects and boxes leads 
in 21 natural way to a shift all of one kind or the other th:at involves only changes of 
the same amount and again yields a fitting. The details are left to the reader. 
No similar result seems to relate the minimum size of max I si - s: f to that of 
maxi b, -b;!, 
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